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of the friends of the society had not diminished,
the receipts having amounted to £1,100 more than so as to make it what might he called low and
BRITISH REFORMATION’ SOCIETY.
those of the last year. An anonymous contribu unscriptural Protestantism. From Walsall they
The object of this society is to check the prog tion of £500, had been received train Cornwall. proceeded to Wolverhampton, the well known
ress of Romish errors in the United Kingdom; The funds the past year amounted to £2,981 12s. scene of the labors of that excellent prelate,
and the principal means hitherto employed are 5|d., the expenditure was £2,814- 4-s, Irik, leaving Bishop Hall, who said that there should be no
peace with Rome, no compromise with the man of
public discussions of the great points in contro a balance in hand of £170 8s. Id.
sin. O! how changed had that place since be
versy between Protestants and Catholics. The
Lord Bexly then made some remarks and was come ; the mantle of the Rev. Pastor had not fallen
fourth annual meeting of the society was held on succeeded by George Finch Esq. alter whom
on those who came after him, for in this place
Friday, the 13th of May, at Exeter Hall, and was
The Rev. Wm. Dalton, gave a more particu
most numerously and respectably attended. In lar account of the progress of Popery in England Protestantism had since come down to Popery.
the absence of the President, Lord Viscount, Man within a few years. He had recently visited the It had since become the scene of much pf the la
deville, Lord Viscount Lorton took the chair, and Catholic districts. The meeting he said had al bors of the Catholic Bishop, Dr. Milner, who
called upon the Rev J. II Stewart to olfor up a ready heard from the report, of the great increase thought he had settled the question of the differ
prayer for the blessing of Almighty God upon of Popery in England. This was ptrticularly the ence between Protestantism and Popery, by his
publication of The end of religions controversy,
the society.—Neiv-York Observer.
case in Staffordshire and Lancashire, In Liver but which work, he should call the beginning of
Capt. Riiind, R. N. in the absence of Capt. pool alone there were 80,000 Ronan Catholics, such controversy. Such was the influence of Po
Gordon, R. N., the Secretary, then read the re and no means were left untried by ’heir priests to pery in that neighborhood, that when they reached
port. It stated that, in the course of the year bring others over to Popery. At Freston, he be there, they were informed that the attempt would
just closed, two auxiliary associations, in connec lieved he might say with truth, that every third be useless, as there was not the least chance of
tion with the society, had been formed at Oxford man he met with was a Roman Catholic. From success; but God gave his servants the confidence
and Cambridge, and that a considerable increase Preston they visited Stoneyhurst, in which, as and the power to proceed. They announced that
of auxiliaries had taken place iu other parts of most of the meeting are aware, tlnre were three controversial lectures and sermons would be preach
the country. Such increase the meeting would houses in connection, it was believed, with the ed, and such was the excitement caused by them,
feel to be necessary, when they were informed Jesuits; these were for the education of youth that for three successive Sundays the place where
that a considerable increase of Roman Catholic generally; but a large establishment aho existed they preached was crowded with Catholics as well
chapels had been made, and was still going on, in there for preparing young men fo>- criers, and for as Protestants, and they had tha plea3nre of wit
Around nessing sonm of the effects, not merely amongst
several parts of England and Scot1..
The in entering the Romish church
uciguuwi ijyuu oi stoneyhurst scarcely a Pro the Catholic*, but even amongst the Protestants
crease Of
P.ntrJajpJ *•—*
r«—~
chiefly in Staffordshire and Lancashire; Popery, testant was to be bound, nearly the whole Protest themselves, many of whom, though nominally pro
it was added, was already openly attempting to ant population of the place having been induced fessing a pare religion, were hastening on to eter
mount the strong ramparts of Protestantism, or to embrace Popery. Whether tins was effected nity in the grossest errors as to belief. The feel
secretly undermining its foundations; it became, by persuasion, or bribery, or subtlety, or force, ing excited amongst all classes by their arrival
necessary therefo'e, that no exertion should be he had no direct means of ascertaining; but one and preaching was intense. He might say with
spared on the ?art of the society to check the circumstance which came within his knowledge St. Paul, that his lodgings were crowded from
Growth of tpt unscriptural creed. They had led him to believe that it was not the result of morning to night by persons eagerly inquiring,
much enco’, a»ement t0 the task by the growing honest conviction. He met in the neighborhood “What shall I do to be saved!” Another place
spirit of Wuiry amongst the Roma^ Catholics of of Stoneyhurst a poor man who was employed in which they had visited was Cheadle, which was
the kingorn* They had shewn an anxious desire mending the road. He asked the man whether in the immediate neighborhood of the residence
to* be *esent at the discussion meetings which he was a Protestant, to which he replied in the of a Roman Catholic nobleman, who had set an
were*e^ 'n var*ous parts of the country. This affirmative, adding that he was then the only one example which put the conduct of Protestants to
wafjbservable even in those places where their left out of a family of eleven brothers and sisters, shame. This most respectable individual gave up
nlaber had greatly increased of late years. At all of whom except himself had been induced to his time, his attention, and his money, for the pro
x'icester and at Bath the number of Roman Ca- renounce the Protestant religion and embrace Po pagation of the Catholic faith. Before he con
.holies was also much increased, and the priests pery. These brothers and sisters were all grown cluded he was anxious to call the attention of the
of that religion spared no pains to gain over con up, and many of them had families, all of whom meeting to what had been stated in the report, of
verts from the Protestant faith; but even in those were now Catholics. He then intimated the na the establishment of two auxiliaries of the society
places the society had made considerable prog ture of the persuasion that had been employed to in the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.
ress, and at Bath they had no less than 13 scrip change their minds, by stating that a notice was It would be admitted that these were most neces
ture readers going amongst the poor. Dr. Baynes, given to him, that on a certain day he must either sary, and there could be but little doubt that they
ihe Roman Catholic bishop of that district, had give up his work or his religion. He however de would be productive of much benefit to the ob
prohibited his clergy from attending any discus clared his intention of adhering to his faith, and ject of the society. He believed that in the know
sion meetings; but even the authority of the Pope said that nothing should induce him to abandon ledge of the beauties of Xenophon, and the subt
himself could not prevent the people from attend it, for that he would not barter his soul for the leties of Euclid, those two universities might vie
ing and hearing, and exercising for themselves whole world. In Staffordshire, Popery greatly with any other in the universe. Yet with these
the indefeasible right of private judgment. The abounded. At the town of \\ alsall a handsome acquirements they seemed to have forgotten one
report also noticed the erection of a Protestant Catholic chapel had been built, anefthe Protestant most important object—they forgot that the sword
chapel in St. Giles’ by the Irish society, which curate of the place told him, that there were at of the Spirit was the most powerful weapon, and
had been productive of the best effects amongst present 100 catholic families in that neighborhood, that the shield of faith was the best defence for a
the lower classes of Irish residing in that district. where not one could be found not a very long Christian. He did give them credit for being the
The society had not in the course of the last year time back. The whole of these had been conver-' most distinguished bodies in the world for literary
carried on any operations by its immediate agents sions from Protestantism. The Cathol. ’ priest ( acquirements, but lie must say that in Scriptural
in Ireland, but yet it bad not been wholly idle, there, it was added, was in the habit of mixing in knowledge they were not fit to cope and qome in
and much good had been effected by the publica the best Protestant society, and by the ease and I contact with the blasphemies, of the times. (Ap
tion of controversial lectures and writings. The polish of his manners he was enabled to smooth ' plause.) How great was the difference of educa
State of the funds this year shewed that the zeal and soften down the doctrines of his own church, tion in the Roman Catholic universities^ There
...GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER ...
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the young plant was trained up so as to be abie Archbishop rejected those notes and they had not the Gospel of the living God. I smile at you
to stand in the storm of controversy. The student since been avowed by the Clergy of Ireland; but when you think of doing any thing for Ireland,
• 'is early made acquainted with those arguments by those were the very notes which this priest openly unless you begin by weakening the influence of
which his religion might be attacked and defend stated were the false notes put by Protestants to the priests. I think the landed gentleman of that
ed; but in our Protestant university the student the Bible which they circulated, and that on that country have been blamed a great deal too much,
goes forth with his head filled with the beauties of ground Catholics were not allowed to read it. for what can they do, whatever their forefathers
■classical learning, but he knows nothing of the (Here, hear, bear.) When beaten out of this, mighthave done? I know no greater object of pity
monstrosities of Rome. (Applause.) fie owned the priest askfed me, in a taunting manner, if he than an .Irish landed gentleman, who, by the feel
that he did expect that something more should was erroneous^ which of the hundred and one ing of patrotism, or the pressure of circumstanhave been done for the student, by that most res creeds that prevailed in its stead should he adopt?- ces, which he cannot control, is obliged to live
pectable body of his Rev. brethren who took a I told him tint, barring and excepting the Unita upon a spot where it is impossible for him to do
share in the guidance of their education, fie rian blasphetiy, which I took to be no religion at any good. Suppose him benevolent, resolved to
thought that this might be done by the establish all, lie might choose the very worst of the hun educate the people, and determine to give all
ment of a house in the university for Christian dred and one, and that he would be no looser by the benefit to his neighborhood which a good dis
teachers, where the students might learn a know the exchangd. (Laughter.) But I added, if you position, and active hand, and a long purse can be
ledge of scriptural controversy, and where labor want a more categorical answ er, I will^give it you. stow. Suppose he is attracted to a spot which
ers in the great work might hereafter be found if You have two creeds in your church, the Nicene has no other recommendations for him but its ex
Creed, and tlat of Pope Pius the Fourth. The cessive misery—and how is be received! He
necessary. (Applause.)
The Ilcv. N. Armstrong alluded to some of Union of thtse two creeds was unlawful—God builds a school, labors to introduce a sense of
the controversial discussions which he had attend forbade the bums—and now, by the mouth of me, morality, of social order and happiness amongst
ed and in which he had taken part during the his minister, fe commands that they be divorced. the people; but his plans become exposed, he is
past year. In England they had visited Chel Take—take apair of scissors, and cut off the un denounced to the priest, he is immediately placed
tenham, Birmingham and other places, boldly de hallowed fronithe hallowed; repeal the union be under thelian of their interdict from the altar, and
tween the twi; reject the creed of Pope Pius and thus placed in a position of moral isolation, from
bouncing the errors of Popery.
From England they proceeded to Scotland, and keep that of Nice, and you will have a creed which the laws of his country can give him no re
the first place at which they stopped was Aber which God 11 acknowledge, as consonant with lief. Suppose he has the hardihood to persevere
deen, where untill lately Popery was but little his pure Wor you will have a creed in which, in spite of the opposition, awful then is the fate
known. There they adopted the same course as though you my differ with me on some minor which awaits him: the necromancer’s curse has
in England, fearlessly denouncing the errors of points, I and t ose who think with me will recog been pronounced, the murderer’s bullet is aimed at
that unholy creed, and challenging its professors nise you as a uember of the Church of Christ. ( him, and thus the good man is driven from the
to a public discussion on its leading doctrines. (Applause.) 'he priest then referred me to that field and the land left the victim of the priest’s
As in England the priest kept aloof from those dis part of the A ostles’ creed which he said was, “I curse’s and the people the slaves of their super
cussions, and alluded to them only in his own believe in the Holy Roman Catholic Church.” A stition. No good is to be done for Ireland, till
chapel, but the Catholic laity thronged to them, poor man whp had been listening to the discus you weaken the influence of the priest: you may
and tvere amongst the most attentive listeners, sion with op n ears, called out, Where did you build schools, but they will be fired at midnight;
and always, he trusted, with some good effects. find the Roian in that article-? (Applause.) you may send the children to school, but upon the
At Dundee the Catholic priest varied from the Th;s so comp >tely threw the priest off his centre, next Sabbath day they will be horse-whipped;
usual course. He came to the contest in person; that he woulc not pursue the discussion farther. you may open the Book of God to the people
and here, as every where else where they met (Applause.)
but those who read will be excommunicated; and,
popery in controversy, her wily advocates shifted
From thenc they went to Perth, and had the till you clear the land from that slimy fetter which
their grounds as it suited their purposes, fie satisfaction o preaching near that place which binds it, from that withering blight on its faculties,
(Mr. Armstrong) charged upon the Church of had once beer warmed and cheered by the burn- and from the great curse of the land—the priests,
Rome, that to its people the Bible was a prohibited ningzeal of Kiox ,and from thence they proceeded nothing substantially, beneficially good, can be done
book. This the priest denied, and in turn charg to Edinburgh. At Edinburgh, as the meeting was for that kingdom or the people. (Applause.) The
ed his gross misrepresentation to prove the charge aware, there Was a court, that of the exiled King Rev. gentleman concluded in the midst of cheers,
that he (Mr. Armstrong) had made, he referred of France, aid a large number of the French no which lasted for some minutes, bv repeating his
colUn injunctions unon the society to proceed with its
to the fourth ulc of the Index, in which the bility, who stin ftiiiv-a.
•■■j/nvato vvrre every
Bible was expressly mentioned as a prohibited monarch. There were also kept up there all the Ijioors in ircianiij itu itmi.
book. What course did the priest then take? religious ceremonies of the Romish Church. There where shrinking before its agents.
Why, in the face of the assembly, he denied the was admirable music, and the Romish Church
From tlc Vermont Chronicle.
document altogether. (Applause.) But he had was become attractive and fashionable even for
• MEANS OF DOING GOOD.
since, he believed, reason to repent of his shifting, the attendance of protestants, and it was accor
During the year 1819, there v>s exported from
which were seen through and judged by his au dingly found that a considerable number of Protest
dience. Those Scotchmen who lived on logic ants were in the habit of attending. This depart the United States to the Britisi Provinces in
as on their daily food, who did not think it worth ure from principle, this laxity of their own opin North America, tobacco, includib^ ci»ars and
while to be excited tdl their understandings were ions, this bowing down to the liberalism of the day snuff, to the value of , 80, 046. Nov je* us gUp_
appealed to, they would remember those evasions, was loudly, and energetically denounced from bis pose that those provinces receive no tot cc0 froni
and reject bis doctrines and himself (Hear, hear.) pulpit by a man who had since then been removed, any other countries. Let us suppose alscj)a(. tjle
He stated that the priest denied the document; he hoped to receive the reward of his faithful min people of the United States use no more,, pro_
he said that he could not be bound by a Protest istry: [the late Dr. Andrew Thompson] a man, portion to their number, than do the inhahants
ant translation in a matter of such importance; the power of whose eloquence wras equaled only of the British provinces. The population <n.jie
that it was quoting Protestant authority for Pro by the ardent zeal with which he exercised it in British provinces I find stated at 454, 000.
testant doctrine, which lie ought not to receive, the cause of truth; those liberal Protestants were of the Uhited States is 12,000,000. Then, a,
and then he challenged me and Mr. Armstrong, to justly rebuked, and what was the result? It was cording to our supposition, tobacco costs this na
produce a copy of the original Index. I had a to draw upon that excellent man the charge of tion 2, 115, 753 annually. Vermont has a pop
copy in my possession, not an English version, but gross illiberality. In Glasgow they adhered to ulation of 280, 694. Upon the same supposition,
a copy which was admitted by the Romish Church. the same plan whenever opportunity offered. In this state pays every year for tobacco. 49,490? “A
What then was the priest’s shift? He stated, that city he had the great satisfaction of attend very smallmatter indeed—notof much consequence,”
that the reason of the prohibition was, that the ing an anniversary meeting of a Reformation So some will say. But this sum is equal to half the
Bible circulated by Protestants contained false ciety, established amongst the divinity students of receipts of the American Board for Foreign Mis
notes and comments, and on that account, it was that university. And earnestly did he wish that sions. It is almost half as much as the whole na
not permitted to be read. Now what were the such a society had been formed at Oxford, and tion gives for the purpose of saving the heathen
notes to the Bible circulated ? They were the Cambridge, and Dublin. But with respect to world.
notes to the Douay and Rhemish Editions, which this place, he must say, that there were, he re
'1 his is a needless expense. So say all physi
•were known in the Roman Catholic Church for joiced to know, a set of young men who were loud, cians who are qualified to judge of the effects of
two centuries—notes, which were at first openlyj and earnest and sincere in denoucing the abomi the article in question. So may hundreds, who
sanctioned by a Romish Archbishop of Dublin, i nations of the Church of Rome, young men, led have left the use of it. It is so much (excepting
but which were afterwards prudently rejected by , on by their fathers, like Hannibal of old, to swear perhaps a few dollars worth for medicinal purposes)
that same Archbishop—when a Catholic hamster, I eternal enmity to Rome. (Applause.)
so much paid for what is slowly poisonous to all,
of whom much had since been heard—when Mr. • The reverend gentleman, having described in and filthy and nauseous except to those who have
O’Connell, in a healthy tempest of agitation, had glowing terms the means which w< re necessary to corrupted and destroyed their natural taste by
declared in the then Catholic Board, that he would carry forward the operations, of this society in the using it.
not belong to a Church which sanctioned such . sister kingoni, proceeded a- follows; “Let us then
Doriug a recent, journey I became acquainted,
doetrines as were contained in those notes. Tire I give that to Ireland, which alone can help her— with a young man in poor circumstances, who told
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me he contributed 50 cents at every monthly con-1 wit, dexterity of nature and good instrTWion; Bible before this animating assembly, he is now
cert. “This” said he, “1 can very well afford so ' so neither was he wanting in diligence. For in enjoying the infinitely higher bliss of celebrating
to do: it is only one cigar a day for the month." the midst of his recreations, he would always be the praises of the God of the Bible in the gloria
He was formerly in the habit of smoking; but sure to mind his hours of study, during which he
when he became a Christian, and began to reflect was serious and attentive, and would return to ous assembly of the just made perfect in heaven.
I allude t6 Dr. Dc Bitts, late Professor in the
upon the duty of“mortifying the body with the his pastime again.
again Bishop Cranmer observing Medical College of Baltimore, who feared God,
affectionand lusts”upon the condition of the 5000,- his readiness in Greek and Latin, declared to Dr
walking humbly before him; one in whom devo
000,000, heathen in the world, he concluded that Cox*— that he could not have thought that so much
tion to science was sanctified and honored by more
it was his duty to deny himself this gratification, I was in him, if he had not seen it himself. The faithful devotion to Christ, anti both were adorned
for the sake of sending them the gospel. He did good bishop was the prince’s godfather, and had the by an active, unostentatious benevolence toward
so, and found it a privilege—a source of more pleasure of receiving two Latin letters from him, the souls of men. ' .
real pleasure than its former practice, and also
when no more than seven years of age. The
In speaking to the resolution in my hand, I
benefit to his health. He is now enabled to give second of these, runs in English, thus;
shall be satisfied, Mr. President, if I, a clergyman,
50 cents a month, (enough to sehsol six children
“Most reverend godfather,—Although I am but may be enabled, instead of diminishing, just to
in Ceylon, or 4 in Bombay,’ luring the same time) a child, yet I am not. ’altogether insensible of your preserve the spiritual and holy influence now up
tothecauseof missions; and save 12 dollars a year great love and kindness towards rue, and of your on the mind of this audience, in consequence of
for himself, merely by leaving the use of tobacco. daily care for promoting my good and benefit. the interesting address to urhich we have been lis
Reader, “Go thou and do thou likewise,” if you Your kind and loving letters cubic not to my hands tening from a Christian layman. [Gov. Vrootn
use tobacco.
Philo.
till St. Peter’s eve; und the roason that I did not had just concluded.]
answer them all this while, was not because I for
Sir, I believe that this noble Society never as
From the Presbyterian.
got or neglected them, but that I might have the sumed an attitude—never uttered her voice more
EARLY GENIUS.
daily happiness of meditating upon them; and perfectly in accordance with the dignity of her
Avienna, the prince of Arabian philosophers, might so imprint them in my mind and memory, character, and the grandeur of Lor entci prize,
was born, A. D. 980 at Assena in the neighbor that I might afterwards answer them with all the than when coming forward, as she does to-day, in
hood of Bakhara. At ten years of age, he was power and skill that I have. I do therefore ob this resolution, to extend her helping hand and pro
acquainted with many of the sciences, and was serve and honor that tender and fatherly affection claim her parental encouragement to all the Sun
an adept in the recondite mysteries of the Koran which you do therein express towards me; and day-schools in this country. With no work of
Before his eighteenth year he had travelled over do beseech God that you may live many years, Christian benevolence is this institution more inti
the whole circle of human knowledge, during and that you would still continue as my godly mately connected than with that of the Sundaywhich time, he slept not one whole night and mind father, to instruct me with your wholesome and school. Never do vou strike so directly into the
ed nothing but reading. In any difficulty he godly counsel and advice; for I desire to embrace mine of your wealth: never do you work so cer
went to the ntosque and prayed;—a noble exam religion and godliness above all other things; for tainly the vein of virgin gold, which is to furnish the
ple for Christian students, and the more necessa St. Paul saith, that “godliness is profitable for all means of sending the Bible to all people, as when
ry in their cases, as the knowledge to which thev things.’, I wish your fatherhood many years of you are seeing that Sunday schools are supplied
with it. When in England, last summer, I visited
apply themselves is »o much more sublime and health .arid happiness.— Your we^l affected son
the University of Cambridge, and was exceedingly
important than that which captivated the young
Edward, Prince.
Mohammedan; and as they have-a greater assu
This amiable and pious youth had a particular pleased in being conducted, by one of her learned
rance of being heard and answered, in urging reverence for the scriptures, lie was once much Professors and excellent Ministers, to some two or
their lawful requests, than the intellectual, but displeased at a person who laid a great Bible on three Infant Schools. They were the infants of*
misled Moslem.
the floor to step upon, for something that was out the University. It was interesting to see the de
Sir Philip Sydney, (saith Sir Foulk Greville,) of his reach. His sister Elisabeth, afterwards voted attention bestowed by my dignified and emi
though I knew him from a child, yet I never knew queen, who was under the same instructors, wrote nently scientific conductor, upon the minutest par
him other than a man, with such staidness of mind a good hand, and understood Italian, before she ticulars of their machinery—with what simplicity
and early and familiar gravity, as carried grace was four years old; as is proved by several let of benevol«ncc he could unbrace himself from the
and reverence above greater years. Lanquet, and ters extant, written by her to queen^Tapc, the dates harness of his mathematical professorship, to take
hold of the elementary labors of those nurseries
William prince of Orange,'kep.t a Correspondencp of which show her ago. lip lluxHCt et alii.
with him, when a boy.
These examples show what the human mind may of babes. I learned that he had been chiefly in
Calvin published his institutions of the chris- be capable of, at a very early period. And strumental in the erection of their buildings—set
tion Religion, a work that has been seldon rival although the capacity,in these cases, was manifest ting in motion their system, and that he continued
ed, and never surpassed, in its profound and scrip ly above the common level; yet from these pa to keep their accounts and superintend their daily
tural reasoning and piety, before he was twenty rents and teachers may be encouraged to persever interests. He showed me the subscription list by
five years of age.
ing efforts in the inculcation of sound instruction, which their expenses arc defrayed. It included
AlohonsJ Tosatus, bishop of Avilla, learned all in a way suited to the youthful capacity; and the names of almost all the officers and professors
the liber*1 sciences without a teacher, and during children and youth may be animated by these ex and leading individuals of that distinguished Uni
the fo«-y years that he lived, wrote as much as amples to di i ence in learning; above all things, versity. “And never (thought I) did this cele
most jn that time can read; and yet, at the same striving to come up with the first and best amqng brated parent of literature and science demean
tim<> he was counsellor to the king, refenda- them in good conduct and piety. Every child may herself in a way more consistent with her dignity,
rv major of Spain, and professor of philosophy, not have a genius for languages or science; hut or more honorable to her wisdom, than when, by
r'w, and divinity, in Salamanca.
every child has a capacity, and should cherish a de the bands of her eminent sons, she planted these
The Admirable Creighton of Scotland, at twenty sire for being made obedient, well-behaved, kind, infant nurslings beneath her walls. Let her sup
port them: and like the ivy that climbs around the
one, understood twelve languages, had read over upright, industrious, and pious.
old towers of England, holding together the vene
the Greek and Latin poets, and the ecclesi
astical fathers, disputed (de omni scibili) on every EXTRACT FROM THE REV. MR. Me. ILVANE’S rable walls by which it was enabled to rise; they
will one day be part of her strength, renewing her
ADDRESS.
thing that can be known by man, and answered in
age in the freshness and vigor of their youth and
The
following
remarks
were
made
by
the
Rev.
extempore verse.
twining around her grey head a chaplet of unfad
Pascal, when about eleven years of age, ob P. C. Mcllvaine, of the Episcopal church of ing beauty.” These recollections of thoughts at
serving the sound of an earthen dish at table, en Brooklyn, N. Y. at the late anniversary of the Cambridge have been called up by the parental
quired the reason, and presently after, wrote a American Bible Society.
Resolved, That the members of this Society kindness with which the American Bible Society,
treatise concerning sounds. At twelve, lie read
our University in the business of benevolence, is this
and comprehended Euclid’s Elements with great view, with great satisfaction the efforts of the pre day visiting and encouraging the labors of our
facility, without a master. At sixteen, he compos- sent day to imbue the minds of the young with Sunday-schools. She cannot be engaged in a w ay
a treatise on Conics; and thus commenced a ca the knowledge of the Scriptures, and would en more perfectly appropriate to her character.
reer of mathematical proficiency, which is almost courage the noble practice adopted by some auxStanding here, at 3 time when the churches are
forgotten in the celebrity he afterwards obtained as liaries, of furnishing a New Testament to each
receiving
such unparalleled blessings; and in pre
Sunday-school
scholar
within
their
respective
li

a divine, and as the successful exposer and scourge
sence of so many ministers ot the gospel, fresh
mits.
of Jesuitisim.
Sir—I stand here in the place of one whose from cities and villages on which God has recent
Edward VI. of England, a pious prince, was
ly poured out his Spirit with wonderful power. I
committed in his tender years to the tuition of presence was expected on this occasion, and cannot help adverting to a connexion between the
whose
voice,
we
hoped,
would
have
been
heard
in
Di. Cox and Sir John Greek, under whom he
great increase of disciples which the churches are
profited to admiration. In a short time he ac support of the resolution which I have read. “ He now receiving and the labors of Sunday-schools.
quired a facility in speaking the most usual lan is not here, but is risen.” I cannot regret that the It is notorious, that while other years have known
guages, as Greek, Latin, French, Italian, Spanish duty which the committee had assigned to him de remarkable and refreshing revivals ol religioni m
and Dutch; and also a knowledge of many of the volves on another, when I consider that, instead j which many where added to the Lord; there has
sciences. As he was not without happiness of of the pleasure of advocating the cause of the 1
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never been a year in the history of religion in the throng. Profaneness stalks abroad in all her dar pearance, highteoed by the glancing rays oi theland, in which these seasons of harvest were ing impudence defying the power and mocking rising sun; the whole scene was indeed pictur
both so rich and so pure; in which the finest of the majesty of God. Intemperance, the presiding esque and might well suggest to the mind cf a
the wheat was so abundant and the abundance so genius of the day, vaunts with slavering lips the poet, the enchanted ground of the muses. But
free from the tare. Never has the preaching of crowd of her followers and laughs at the efforts notwithstanding all nature seemed to concur, in
the word been attended with an influence so of benevolence and religion to prevent their in rendering the scenery pleasing to the eye, and de
mighty; so extensive; achieving the work of con crease. Lewdness spreads her snare and sings lightful to poetic imagination, there was something
version so directly; planting vital religion so deep her voluptuous song at every step, polluting the still more pleasing to the eye of faith, and delight
ly and yet with so little unwholesome excitement, air with her breath, and debasing the whole as ful to the soul of a Christian, for there, concentra
and so much of the stillness and simplicity of the sembly with her presence. Suicide is there with ted from almost every diiection the thronging
work of God. Never had those who oppose them her concealed dagger and masked visage standing multitudes of youth. Between 80 and 90 entered
selves, so little pretext to gainsay and resist. Ne at every gaming-table, and preparing for many an within the walls of this sanctified little retreat.
ver were men of the world so constrained to ac- adventurer the dregs of bitterness, and for inno They were seated. And behold there came forth
knowledge the hand of the Lord. They have cent families, wretchedness and despair. I bring from the wilderness, six young men, well clad,
gone up to see, expecting to return and condemn that scene to my eye—I see the course—the can of bright, pleasing, and intelligent countenances;
them; but, like the officers sent to arrest their di didates—the prize. Every eye is fixed upon the they entered and were seated. All was silence.
vine author for an impostor, they have been forced race—every weight laid aside to run it—fortunes Although, the cheerful and smiling countenance
to confess that never work cf man looked like this risked upon the result—the poor and the rich, of each youth and child, seemed to welcome with
work. Now, sir, I say—what I am glad to know is alike, empty themselves and adventuring upon the joy their visitors; one of them, who was the su
nothing new, but so true as to be perfectly noto issue. I think, with myself, that if it were the perintendent of the school, invited one of his
rious, and so prominently true that almost every cause of religion for which that multitude were companions to open the school; he immediately
one of us has frequently spoken of it—that if assembled—some great work of universal benevo arose, and desired them to commence their exer
there be any one instrument under the divine lence—something to glorify God—advance the cises by singing the 91st hymn,J inquiring at the
blessing, to which we are especially indebted lor the temporal happiness ot man, and save immortal- same time if any of the scholars had committed
great extent; to the peculiar directness and power; souls from eternal wo—what a tremendous out-cry it to memory, which was manifested by a young
the simplicity, purity, and excited character of the would the earthly minded of this city raise, with lady, betweey 12 and 16 years of age, who im
recent revivals of religion, that instrument is found one voice, at tlie infatuation the awful enthusiasm mediately, and with much confidence, rose and
in the system of our Sunday-schools. The truth of such a scene! When would our streets cease to spake the following verse.:—
is, there never was a wide preparation before for resound with mad complaints that religion, that
Decend, O God of love!
And bless our kind design;
the operation of the spirit of God. There never a cause of bou&dless benevolence and usefulness
Send thy good spirit from above,
was a generation of hearers with which the minis should, for a siagle day, create such an interest,
And make these children thine*
try of the word had so little preliminary work to engross such attention! Alas! where is the voice
O what a vast delight,
do before it could lead them to Christ. That, out of prudence; of humanity; of morals? where are
Their happiness to see!
of which the great majority of the new members the lovers of order and the friends of the poor,
Our warmest wishes all unite
of Christ have been gained, is by very far the and the enemies of enthusiam ? Where is public
To lead their souls to thee.
largest generation of Sunday-schools pupils that decency, not to speak of legislative wisdom to
The superintendent then inquired if some othe?
ever came to maturity. In a great measure they raise the cry cf shame upon that most powerful scholar would not favor the assembly with a repe
were ready. A long portion of the road to the en cause of all that is dreadful in fanaticism, and tition, in order to familiarize the hymn. The re
trance of the strait gate they had already tra wretched in poverty, and loathsome in vice—our quest was granted by a little brother of the one.
velled. We had no need, as with thousands of annual legalizedhorse race!
who had just said it, 3 or 4 years younger than
others, to, show by the slow process of illustration,
Sir, your soccty has a race to run; a cloud of herself. The whole congregation, then arose, and
the necessity of a sinner’s conversion. They be witnesses in hearen are looking with intense inter seemed with one voice and heart to unite in call
lieved it already. There was no need with them est upon your progress. Innumerable multitudes ing upon the God of love to decend and bless the
of spending time which former generations required; of all nations and tongues on earth are infinitely kind design of those teachers. And was it not
to prove that there is none other name by which concerned in yonr success. The eternal happiness kind indeed-? For I learned that they were mem
we can be saved but the name of Jesus. They of millions of immortal souls is staked upon the bers of a literary institution, five or six miles dis
had learned and owned it years ago. The seed result of your efforts. Your field is the world. tant, and that it had been their constant practice
was all sown, and only needed the dews of hea You will have finished your course and received upon the Sabbath, for nearly a year, to walk
venly grace to quicken it into fruitfulness. The the prize of your high calling of God in Christ through that wilderness, during summer and win
way of life was full in their view. Nothing re Jesus, when there shall be heard great voices in ter, heat and cold, wet and dry, for the express
mained but to persuade them to enter.
heavea saying, “ The kingdoms of this world are purpose of meeting those little angel spirits, and
But (said the speaker) is not this too great a , become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his teaching them to raise in union, then infant voices
task for the energies of this society? Can the Chris Christ.” And cannot interest and zeal, and asso in songs of praise to God and the La»ib. If the
tian people of this country be awakened to such zeal ciated energy be found among the friends of God of that Sunday school, whose blessing they
and liberality in the cause of Christ as to be wil the Bible, and of man, and of God, to sustain invoked in their song, be a God of love, a«d sends
ling to supply the expense of such works? Will all the labour and cost of this glorious struggle 1 his Spirit to those who ask him, so far as max may
this crowded assembly come forward to take their Look at the abounding liberality of those who judge, n.ay we not say that the petition in ‘heir
share in the contributions necessary for their ac sustain the toil and expenditure of the corrupting song was apparently granted, for,
complishments 1 I turn to the world for an an scene I have alluded to. Let Christianity every
“’Twas like a little heaven below.”
swer—I have just been reminded of an anniversary where be only half as earnest and half as liberal
After
they
had sang the hymn, they humbly bow
now in progress. Its place of concourse is some of their substance for the conversion of the world,
ed the knee before Jehovah, and sought his bles
ten miles distant from the city. No house ever and the work will be done.
sing in prayer, led by the young man who had
built could contain the multitudes that flock to
been invited to open the school: they arose and
witness its exercises. It seems as if our whole
For the Gambier Observer.
were seated, each in their proper place, and class,
population were moved by the attraction and fill
Dear Brother, Since my last letter to you, I
ed with zeal to obey it. Men of business and have traveled many hundreds of miles, and of as tbe scbo°l was divided into ten or twelve
men of leisure, the wealthy and the poor; the por course, as I have traveled through places which I ' classes.
A teacher having taken charge of each class,
ter from the street; the mechanic from his shop; never saw before, it is reasonable to suppose that
the school with the greatest order and harmony,
And ladies from the drawing-room; whoever can new objects would attract my attention.
ride or walk seems to be pressing on with one
Indeed they have. But the one which I am proceeded in their lessons for about an hour and a
accord and breathless haste, lest they should not about to relate the particulars of, is perhaps the half, when the superintendent offered them a
reach in time the crowded arena of this great most foreign among your expectations, and this is short intermission, and desiied the school again
anniversary. The road is thronged with vehicles the reason why 1 think it my duty, to call your at to unite in singing another hymn, which was done
of all descriptions, from the shining chariot to tention to it, that you may not be so indifferent, to with the most elevated affections and mingled de
The scholars then having exchanged their
the woodman’s car, each loaded with men and wo a subject which seems at this time, to agitate all light.
,.c
, .
men, and children, impatient to be there. No Christendom.—On the 10th ult., about 9 o’clock ' bbrar-v books the school was again called to orsacrifice of time on the part of the busy, no ex A. M. I entered a little boys school house, the size, def, and a new: subject introduced. It was that
which had itsi origin in a
penditure of money on the part even of the poor I do not know, but suppose it to bo about 20 by’ °.f U!e TT
25
feet.
It
was
situated
on
a
ioueiy
but
rontan/c
It is t
laborer, seems to be thought a sufficient cause for
of a farmer I of New York’ but a few month& since?
remaining at home. The annual horse-race under spot. In its rear, was thelresidence
±C
i tended that all who adopt it, shall comma,
commit to memothe patronage of the legislature of New- York, is and a cultivated field extending some distance
now proceeding on Long Island. Immense multi from east to west, by its front, which was toward
one verse of scripture every day.
tudes are there extreme excitement appears in the south, passed a road, on the opposite side was j t vrom tJ qnn(iav School bvmns published by the Amcevery countenance—powerful enthusiasm fills the I a verdaat forest, of a majestic and beautiful ap- i rican Union S d 7
’
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This school was the first I had visited, where!
For the Gambier Observer.
i the defence of truth and justice, should remember
this system had been adopted, and it had been but
THE INTERPOSITION OF THE DEITY,
, that God stands at his right hand. He should
a few days since it was here introduced, but the
file problem of the interposition of the Deity
effect already produced were to me truly astonish in the affairs of this worid could only have been I fear, not the opposition that may be made to him,
ing. The superintendent asked if some one of solved by a direct revelation of the fact. Human but that he shall not act .worthily of the great
the scholars couid tell him the verse for last Mon reason had excited all her powers in speculating Spectator. If not for his own sake, if not for the
day, the 4th of July, an answer was ready. A on this subject, without removing the doubt in sake of the cause, yet for the sake of the great
little boy said it was the 25th verse, of the 14th which it was involved. The sages of antiquity, , Being who has interested himself in his conduct,
Chapter, of St. Johns Gospel, the statement was however clear their intellectual vision on other he should act a manly and noble part.
How dignified would he the course of human
acknowledged to be correct.* The verse was pro subjects could here see nothing but darkness and
nounced correctly by another scholar. “These incertitude. Those whose minds wore well consti life, it it were controled by the settled conviction
that it passed even in its minutest parts, under the
things have 1 spoken unto you,” &c.
tuted, and who were sincere in their search for inspection of heaven. Much that is now great,
The verse for Tuesday was then called for, and truth, wished indeed to find it true that inafi is
would become insignificant. Much that is now
correctly rehearsed. “But the Comforter,” &c. not the sport of chance. After all their reason overlooked as unworthy of notice, would attract
The superintendent asked if any scholar could re ings, however, they could say but little more than the highest regards of mankind. The schemes of
fer to a similar text. The 16th verse of the same that, strong and unanswerable as might he the ar conquest, the aims of ambition, and the pursuits of
chapter was very appropriately referred to, and guments against the belief of Divine interposition, pleasure would he stamped with their true char
repeated with such accuracy, by a very young yet they were firmly purposed to maintain it, that acter of folly and selfishness. The pure and holy
scholar, as to merit, and receive commendation, though great difficulties presented themselves if life, the forgiveness that blots out the injury as
from the superintendent, who, however I perceived the belief were admitted, still greater accompa soon as it is received, the devotion that acknow
deait in this kind of encouragement to his schol nied the rejection of it.
ledges God in cvcrv thought, the merging of the
ars, with such discretion, as at once to maintain
Ho who brought life and immortality to light, individual in the public good, praise would he bes
perfect older, harmony, and emulation.
has fully satisfied the minds of those who will re towed upon such qualities and objects as these.
Thus they dwelt upon the verse system, until a ceive his word on this momentous subject. We We should see charity exerting herself in the re
verse for each day of the week was investigated, are told that the smallest event escapes not the lief of human suffering. The man who now wan
which occupied, together with the remarks of the notice of an all seeing Providence, that to Him tonly sports with the happiness of those whom
superintendent, about an hour and a half more, all our wants are known, by Him all the dangers circumstances have thrown within his influence,
making in all, about three hours; when this hap seen which beset our path, that He has the power, would he seen retracing his steps and changing
py company, after closing their exercises as they and the will to grant us all needful things, and to { his procedure, l’iety would become more ai dent,
had commenced, separated.
avert from us every evil, in answer to that sincere ! devotion more animated.
Every base passion
But I cannot say that this part of the scene prayer which acknowledges his sovereignty, and would be repressed. No unworthy wish would
was the most pleasing, although, it was interesting prepares the petitioner to receive the desired bless 1 be indulged, no ignoble action he performed,
to see each one manifest what the Poet has most ingj The worid w ould no longer he a theatre where acappropriately described in the following lines:—
'I he acquisition of speculative truth is not suf | tions are performed which “make angels wee])."
“ When we asunder part,
ficient. The conduct of life is regulated by the , Man would no longer be the insulting Lord or the
It gives us inward pain!
feelings of the heart much more than by the con {crouching Slave. But all, feeling themselvis in
But we Shall still be joined in heart,
clusions of the understanding. If it he a truth j the holy and awful presence of the Deity, would
And hope to meet again.”
that God watches all our actions, that to Him are go forth into the st n of life in the spirit of kind
To see such union, and attachment as was mani known the secrets of our hearts, and by his will ness, and in all its necessities, would meet, en
fested in this school, was by Jur the most surpri all the events of our lives are regulated, our ear- courage and sustain each with the affection of
sing, unaccountable and surpassing all occurrences, est endeavor should he that this truth may produce brotherhood.
Pof the kind, that I have witnessed in all my tra upon our hearts its proper effect. It should he
vels, when I take into consideration, that the pa revolved continually in our minds. We should
RESU RECTI ON OF THE BODY.
rents of those children, as I was informed, were, constantly remember that an invisible agency is
The body of any individual is not perhaps, in
of the following names or sects, viz:—Deists, at work around us, no less real than if we could any one of its component atoms the same with
Universalists, Newlights, Seceders, Baptists, Me see or hear, the act performed, or the Cuiiiinuud ’ the budy in nliivb be cxipted ten or filterii years
thodists, Presbyterians, Episcopalians, & Roman uttered. Our knowledge would then be conver before. 'Hie nails of our fingers and the ha>rs of out
Catholics.
ted into wisdom. We should then feel as well heads are undergoing a constant und very rapid
Now, my brother, if you will admit what I have as believe, that in God we live and move and have change; and yet in a certain and very intelligent
stated respecting this Sunday school to be truth, our being.
' sense they are those which belonged to us when
even in my last assertion, of its uniting the rising
The effects of the heartfelt assurance that God not one of their constituent particles were the
generation, as society must be united, before hap is not indifferent to the fortunes of mankind arc same as at this moment. A similar succession
piness can be realized in the whole huipan family, most salutary. Virtue is encouraged, vice check of elements is going on in other departments of
I am persuaded you will never say that all the ad ed in its career. The good man can engage with 1 the animal economy ; more rapidly in the less solid
vocates of Sunday schools, are selfish, proselyting, confidence in the plan which his benevolence sug j parts; less so in those that are fixed. The fibres
power seeking, and desiring the union of church gests for the well-being of his race. He will not i of flesh may change more quickly than the mate
and state. Nor that the religion of Jesus Christ suffer the anguish of mind which apprehension of rial of the bones. All, however, are changing
is a vain delusion, and all his followers priest blind failure produces. He feels that he is advanced to with greater or less rapidity ; and, after a certain
ed, and superstitious.
the dignity of co-operating in plans of good with , interval, the change is probably complete. The man,
But on the contrary, may you, by the power of the Author of all good. Whatever may the suc nevertheless, continues the same. Ilis soul is the
the Holy Ghost, become an advocate, for all these cess, or the apparent want of success, he knows same; for its consciousness is not interrupted.
things, which exalt the mind of man above such that in some inscrutable way the purposes of that His body is the same, for its organization is unal
degrading sentiments, as are fit only, for the brutes Being are subserved, in whose hands he wishes to tered; or, at least, it undergoes no alteration but
that perish.
Traveller.
be a willing instrument for the promotion of His that which may reasonably be ascribed to the w ear
Glory. He trusts that the obstacles which now of the mechanism, independently of the substitu
* If you cast your eye at the Sunday School Journal, pub
oppose
the completion of designs on which the tion of new articles in the place of the original
lished by the American Union, you will find under the verse
association head, a disagreement upon the verse for the -Itli of happiness of millions depends will at length by a ones. Let us, then, imagine the change which
is actually affected in the course of time to be
July; but lookback to the 26th and 27 of June, and you stronger arm than his own be removed.
will find that some person has been so fortunate, as to make
So feels the Christian Patriot, who devotes his miraculously eccomplished in an instant; we
two Sundays come together; Perhaps you may confer a favor
life, to the freedom of his country. He feels that should then have the same body without one of
upon the public, by calling upon the editor and telling him
the same component parts; and this is precisely
that much is depending upon the correctneess of the source, he is sent forth to oppose oppression by Him who
rules the nations, and who will give success to the what we may imagine to take place at the resur
Vain Curiosity.—Many people, instead of just cause. It is this reflection that enables him rection; with this modification of the hypothesis,
minding their own business, and securing their fearlessly to raise his arm against the formidable that the body though still identical, will be incon
souls, amuse themselves with inquiring what will odds arrayed against the liberty for which he con ceivably refined and improved.
That this process of refinement and improve
be the fate of Heathens, Jews, Turks, and other tends.
ment will not affect the identity of the body, can
The
moral
reformer
is
inspired
with
the
hardi

infidels, till they become little better than infidels
readily be imagined. We experience something
themselves—“Lord, and what shall this man do?” hood to attack the errors which have been for of the same kind every year, and almost every
“What is that to thee? Follow thou me,” kt. centuries accumulating, by the consideration that day. Every one is more or less acquainted with
his endeavors in the cause of truth are observed
Johnxxi. 21.—Bishop Horne.
and assisted by an Almighty Friend, who will ne the transition whether gradual or comparatively
sudden, from’danguor and dulness to vigor and
The greatest aud truest nobility is to be a ser ver forsake him, nor suffer his labors to pass un- alacrity, We sometimes “feel a pinion lifting
rewarded,
and
ineffectual.
In
every
situation
in
vant of the great God. He is nobly descended
life, and on every occasion, he, who stands up in I every limb;” our frame seems to be endowed with
who is born from above.
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new powers, and all this without any thing like a the untimely stroke of death, must soOn give place ten hinder, but never further, the work of God.” See Expos.
disturbance of its identity. An alteration some to gray hairs and wrinkles. The fair morning of 1. Kings. 6. 7.
■what similar in kind, though beyond all imaginary life is shortly succeeded by the setting sun; the
Jewell's Apology—A copy of this work, constituting the
measure superior in degree, may, possibly, be gay attire of spring by the autumn and the
third in the series of standard works now publishing at the
winter.
If
you
live
to
become
heads
of
families
exemplified, when our vile body shall be changed
into the likeness of the glorified body of our Sa and active members of the community, many tem Protestant Episcopal press in Ne*v-York, has just reached us,
poral cares and duties will devolve;- upon you. In and from the examination which we have given it, we do not
viour.
hesitate to say it is the most valuable edition ever published.
But to revert to the mere elements of our bodi addition, too, all must be done in this short life, or It is accompanied, with a pfeface, memoir and notes, and is
remain
undone
forever.
ly fabric. The supposition that tlje corporGal
Lay these things together, and your conscience given in the version of Lady Bacon, which, as having the
integument in which we expire must, grain for
grain, be the same with which we are to -rise, is ( will bear witness that time is precious beyond all sanction of Jewell himself, would be preferred hy almost every
loaded with difficulties almost insurmountable. price. Yes! eternity hangs on every breath! In one,whilst the lovers of antiquity will value it moreover asoneof
When an individual dies his body crumbles into dust. finite consequences beat in every pulse ! And the best specimens of a purely Anglo-Saxon style, which the
This dust may, by a thousand accients, be dis shall your precious, fleeting time be carelessly and reign of Elizabeth produced. On the notes the Editor has
persed to regions far distant from the place of dis extravagantly squandered? How soon is a min-j bestowed great labor, and thereby added very much to the val
solution; till at last, some portions of it may find ute wasted! Yet life is made up of minutes, i ue of the voluble. Every thing needing explanation to the
fcheir way into the bodies of other men; and these Take care then of the small portions, the frag- ' English reader is explained. Not a name of any eminence is
men, in their turn, may be dissolved, before such meats of time. Gather them up, that nothing be introduced without a biographical sketch, fixing the character
portions have been separated from their own bo lost. Take care of your long winter evenings— of the individual and giving the- leading features of his life..
dies. And if so, at the period of the resurrec they are the most precious part of the whole year. ’ The memoir of Jewell himself is as full and interesting as the
tion, there might be different claimants, (if we may The flight of time is rapid and resistless. The materials which have come down to our day would well admit.
so express it.) to the same portion of dust. And steady sun mid the rolling seasons measure cut ■ To the Apology is appended a valuable treatise of Jewell’s on
it is difficult to see how these claims are to be ad your days. The grave is before you.
the Holy Scriptures__ The work, like- ail its predecessors from
justed, on the hypothesis that the body with which
the samo press, is accompanied with a copious index making
Bishop Horne.—“After having composed and i reference to any passage a matter of ease and expedition,
men are raised, is, in every particle, the same as
that which was deposited in the sepulchre, or swal delivered a sermon, (says tins prelate) I have of- i A much more suitable work than this could not be well se
lowed by the sea, or ingulfed in the maws of vul ten thought of and repeated the following lines of,1 lected for publication at the present day. Episcopalians need
Thompson—
tures or of kites.
to. be informed on the Romish controversy.
Be gracious, Ile.av’n! for now laborious man
It is probable that many have derived their
Has done bis part. Ye fav’ring breezes, blow;
The Lord’s Day—This is undoubtedly the proper term
opinions on this matter from the language of our
Ye soli’t’ning dews, ye tender show’rs, descend!
for that seventh portion of our time, which Gc-d requires us to
And temper all, thou world-reviving sun,
creeds, rather than from the language <jf Scripture.
Into the perfatt year!”—Spring.
sanctify and set apart for spocial exercises of religion, and it is
Those formularies, it is true, speak of “the resur
the term which one acquainted with the New Testament
rection of the body, or of the flesh.” put it
Woolsey.—0 ar d i n al Wo ol s ey’s r e fl e c t i on m ad e, would always use, if departure from the usage were attended
should be remembered, that this i§ a phrase that
does not once occur in the Bible. The Bible, in just before he expired, should be laid to heart by with evil consequences, or if some other did not sometimes appear
deed speaks repeatedly of the resurrection of the every man, when tempted to bestow upon the more convenient to the speaker. When we want to use the idea
dead-, and it affirms that our vile body shall be world, or any tiling in it, that affection and service in the adjective form, the term Sunday seems more conve
changed, (2 Cor. v. 1—4;) and that at the resur- which are due to God.—“Had I but served God nient, and is in this case therefore very commonly employed,
section, we shall not be unclothed, but clothed upon; as diligently as I have served the King, he would though, as every one knows, it is of heathen origin. So when
that is, the soul shall not then, as it were, in a not have given me over in my gray hairs.
we wish to he definite in our form of expression, and to desig
state of nakedness, but shall be invested in a ma
nate the day as a holy day, we say “the Lords day,” or “the
O what a blessed thing it is to lose one’s will! Sabbath;” and we use the latter, though a Jewish term, partly
terial and bodily tabernacle. I|ut with what body
Since
I
have
lost
my
will,
I
have
found
happiness.
vze shall be raised, is no where precisely declared.
perhaps, because it may be pronounced more easily, but mainly
When therefore, our creeds speak of “the resur There can be no such thing as disappointment to because the word is made more familiar to us by its frequent
rection of the body,” they must be understood to me, for I have no desires but that God’s will may recurrence iy the Bi'.le, and its solemn repetition in our antePayson,
do so in opposition to those heresies which reated be accomplished.
communion service. But neither of the terms fixes the na
pie resurrection as a mere figure, and held the
Politeness is of every nation; the manner of ture of the sacredness which God has attached to the first day
soul to be immortal in a state of separation from expressing it is different, but there is no difference of the week, and therefore when men would determine how
the body. It was maintained, for instance, by the in its nature.—Fenelon, ap. Baussett.
it is to be kept holy, they resort to other sources of informa
Manicheans, that even the resurrection of Christ
tion. They look to the thing, not to the warns. It does not
himself was nothing more than his deliverance
G AM BI ER () BSE R VER.
therefore seem very censurable to us when speaking of the
from sin; and the same reasoning would, of course,
Lord’s day to call it “Sunday,” or “the Sabbath.”—The fidGAMBIER,
FRIDAY,
AUGUST,
5
1831.
be extended to all who are to be made like unto
owing extract from the pen of Bishop Onderdonk of Penn
him. St. Chrysostom, accordingly, sets himself
Tiie Book of Common Prayer.—The last Christian
to oppose this pervertion. “It is asked,” he says Spectator, a Congregation,*! ist Periodical published in New- sylvania, may shed some light upon this question :—“One'ir“how it follows, that if our bodies are not raised Haven, Connecticut, in a review of the Rev. J. I.eavitt’s regularity in regard to the application of names is particularly
we have hope in Christ in this world only; seeing “Seamen’s Devotional Assistant,” has the following candid worthy of notice. The word “ Sabbath” is applied in' scrip
ture to only the Jewish day of rest; hy very common use, howe
that, whether our bodies be raised or not, the remarks: —
ver, it means the Lord’s day. Now, “the sabbath” is abol
soul will survive and be immortal?” And to this,
To the hymn-book are appended prayers for divine worship
he replies—“Because even if the soul does survive on the sabbath, and devotional exercises for every day in the ished by Christianity, and the observance of it discounten
anced; yet ministers of Christian denominations are constantly
and even if it should be a thousand times immortal
it never can receive its unspeakable rewards and pun week. Though every Christian must conduct his secret devo urging their Christian flocks to keep “the sabbath.” Docs
ishments apart from the body. If, therefore, the tions chiefly in the language of his own heart, still we think any confusion of the mind result from this confusion of names?
body rise’not, the soul will lose its crown of happiness these forms are peculiarly appropriate in a work designed for W’e suppose not. All concerned understand, that in scripture
and glory in heaven. And in that case, our hopes of seamen. As a class they especially need assistance of this the word means the Jewish Sabbath, while out of scripture
retribution must be confined to this life; and then kind, particularly in conducting social worship to which few the same word is commonly applied to the Christian Sabbath.
'vhoso miserable as the followers of the cross?* “It- of them have been accustomed. Die prayers are chiefly com Let the samejustice be done to the word “bishop.” In scrip
is true that this father here speaks of the raising of piled from these excellent forms which are furnished by the ture it means a presbyter, properly so called. Out of scrip
our bodies. But his argument evidently requires book of Common Prayer.
ture, according to the usage next to universal of all ages since
nothing more than the soul should hereafter be
A hint to English Christians.—,A writer in a late New- the sacred canon was closed, it means that sacerdotal order,
united to some bodily frame; since without such
i higher than presbyters, which is found in scripture under the
union, it would be in no condition to profit or to York Observer has some friendly strictures upon the theatrical title of “apostle.” ’
practice which prevails in England at some of the religious
suffer by the sentence of retribution.—British
anniversary meetings of expressing approbation or disaprobaAssociation in Alexandria D. C.—A friend has put into
Critic.
tion audibly and visibly.
* Chrysost.

Ed. Boned.

Homil, xxxix. in 1 Cor.

xy.

lie thinks it quite unbecoming and our hands the following extract from a letter dated Alexan

19, p. 365, 5S6 highly injurious, that applauses and hisses should be heard in dria, July 24, thinking that its contents may be acceptable to

DILIGENCE.

If you would be useful and happy you must be
diligent. Idleness is the rust of the soul. It will
as certainly clothe the mind with ignorance as the
.tody in rags. The compass of human life is but
a span. The bloom of youth, if not despoiled by

an assembly of persons met together for the purposes of reli
gion, and quotes, as bearing upon the subject, the following
words of the pious Matthew Henry.—“Quietness and silence
both become and befriend religious exercises. God’s work
should be done with as much care and as little noise as may be.
Ihe temple was thrown down with axes and hammers and they
that did it roared in the midst of the congregation ( Ps. 74. 4,
6.) tut it was bfcilt up in silence. Claiequr and violence of

many of our readers.
“I wish you could have been with us during the last two
weeks, as we have had one of the most interesting meetings I
have ever witnessed. Some weeks ago the Rev. Messrs. Jackson
and Mann proposed having an association about the close of
the session at the Seminary, when several Ministers from dif
ferent parts of the Union was expected, together with Bishop
Moore, to be present at the examination of the students and

attend to other business connected with the concerns of the

GAMMER OHSJfJVlIt.
Education Society. The meeting commenced this c-y two
weeks, with a prayer meeting in the morning, and preaching
in St. Paul’? Church at night,—.sermon by Rev. Mr. Hatch
of the Narv-Yard Church,—after the sermon, the Rev. Dr.
Bedell and Henshaw addressed the people in a most solemn
and affecting manner. Next day (Friday)prayer meetings were
held m the morning and afternoon in one ol the churches. In
the forenoon a sermon was preached in Christ Churc h, by the
Rev. Dr. Bedell, of a very awakening nature, after which our
venerable Bishop exhorted the people “to flee from the wrath
to come.” At night Dr. Henshaw preached in St. Paul’s
Church, a most excellent sermon, after which, our good bishop
again warned, and exhorted those who were in their sins to
flee to the Saviour their Friend. On Saturday, prayer meet
ings were held as on Friday, service in the forenoon, at St.
Paul’s Church, and a sermon by Dr. Henshaw of the most
convincing, persuasive, and awakening nature I ever heard,
and oh! how he did entreat, and persuade with tears, that sin
ners •would no longer delay to close in with the offers of mer
cy, made through the merits and mediation of the Saviour.
Truly and faithfully did he deliver his Muster’s message, and
if any soul that was there, should finally perish, great indeed,
I fear, will be the condemnation. After the sermon, the good
old Bishop seemed as if scarcely.able to contain himself, so in
tense appeared his anxiety that souls should be induced to ac
cept of mercy which had been so freely offered, and to escape
the everlasting punishment, which had been denounced,—and
he made a most eloquent and affecting appeal to all, to repent
immediately, and flee to the Lord Jesus Christ for salvation.
At night we had another most awakening sermon, in Christ
Church, by the Rev Dr. Bedell, after which upwards of forty
persons were confirmed. On Sunday prayer meetings were as
field I»cfore. In the forenoon,servile and preaching were in St.
Paul’s Church, after which six of the students were admitted to
Deacons order by the Bishop—sermon by Dr. Henshaw. After
the ordination upwards of two hundred and fifty persons com
{nuned, some of other denominations, and about ten or twelve
for the first time belonging to St. Paul’s and Christ Churches.
At night there was meeting in Christ Church, by ltcv. Mr.
Jackson, and address by the Bishop and Dr. Henshaw. We
had prayer meetings and preaching on Monday Tuesday and
Wednesday following. Forty or more were confirmed in St.
Paul’s Church, on Wednesday night, and I think more than
that number have been awakened to a sense of sin and been
induced, to attend to the welfare of their souls, and amongst
them, some in the first circle of society. What will be the re
sult, time and eternity only will determine, and whilst we re
joice, that-so many have been awakened, we do it with trem
bling, knowing that some may probably come short of the
promised rest by turning again to the beggarly elements of
this world; but we have reason to hope that if not all, most
of them will prove trees of Righteousness planted by our hea
venly Father’s own Right hand, who shall bring forth Fruitunto
Holiness and whose last end shall be everlasting life—For this
dear Friend let.us sincerely pray.

_________
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been so blind for ten veers past, as scarcely to discern the dif- rented to the General commanding at Jaekmel, decreeing,
i ference hetwei n day and night. Being of an industrious hab- that all the French white inhabitants of the Island should,
' it, it was his practice to he led into the field to assist in hoeing on or before the Ihih July, leave there with their property
his corn and potatoes. A few weeks since, while at work, i I he President desired the natives to show them all proper
he placed as usual, his staff in the centre of a hill of corn, respect until that time. An order was also issued to raise
j as a guide; when stooping with a quick motion, the top of 1 troops throughout the island. On the 17th June, ICO persons,
the staff'struck his eyebrow a violent blow, and glanced over | including boys of 14 years and men of 70, had Leer, j rc -ed
the eye producing a severe pain. Immediately an intense j into the service.
*
light broke in upon the organ of sight, of every color of
I he proclamation was received at Jaekmel with great joy,
the how ‘a new heaven and a new earth,’ were presented to and the day celebrated with firing of cannon, and a tend
his view; an3 he immediately hastened home alone, bearing of music playing through tiie town. The proclamation was
the joyful, tidings to his astonished and happy family. HR read at the corners of the streets and received with general
eye has not been inflamed and he continues able to read a shouts by the people—Easton Transcript.
large type, and to distinguish objects at the distance of a mile,
(Me have seen Port-au-I’rince papers to June 20th, and
w ith a vision nearly equal to perfect sight.—Aew Zwh/om Gaz. Aux Cayce letters to the 21st, neither ot which men
tion the order of expulsions spoken of above__ Edit. Jearnul
Episcopal Theological School at Cambridge.—At a meeting Conunetct}
of the Boartl of Trustees of this Institution, held in Trinity
Church, Boston, July 12, the following officers were chosen,
BUENO6 AYRES.
viz: — Rt. Rev. Alexander V. Griswold, Professor of Sacred ! The Buenos Ayrcnn papers have been received in this city
Rhetoric, and Pastoral Care; Rev. Asa Eaton, D. 1). Pro I to the 28th May inclusive, 'lhe “British Packet” of the lutesf
fessor of Ecclesiastical History, and the Nature, Ministry j date is nearly filled with the Message of the Government to
and Polity of the Church; Rev. John II. Hopkins, Professor
; the House of Representatives of Buenos Ayres, which convcii*
of Systematic Theology; Rev. Thomas W. Coit, Professor j ed on the 20th. It represent* the province to lx generally prosof Biblical Learning and the Interpretation of Scripture. j perous, though necessarily subjected to heavy expenses in carry
Rev. Wm. Croswell was elected Secretary, and Ldward ing on the war with the interior,—Aite York Observer.
Tuckerman, Esq* Treasurer.
Cojturc of Gen. Par.—On the evening of the 19th May,
From the Records,
intelligence was received in Buenos Ayres, that the Protector
G. W. Doane, Secretary pro tern.
General Pnz hud been taken prisoner. It caused considerable
excitement in town, the streets were crowded, und in various
We state it (says the Fayetteville Journal) as a circumstance parts rockets and other fireworks were discharged. Early on
which is highly creditable to the Howard Insurance Company the morning of the 20th following official notices was publislx.
of New-York, and the Fire, Marine and Life Insurance Coin- cd, headed Vtrela Putrialll Vica la Federation!!!
i pany of Charleston, S. C. that immediately on the receipt of
AIXII.ERATK CONEEDERATK ARMT.
the information of the burning of Fayetteville, they promptly
Head-quarters, an the llio Seynada, 12th May 1831.
gave directions to their agents here, for the adjustments of all
I have the satisfiu'tion to inform your E. of an event us fortu
claims on them for insurance.
nate asit was unexpected, which took place in the afternoon of the
We are sorry to perceive, says the Philadelphia Gazette, day before yesterday. An advanced party of 70mc-nof militia of
by the Report from, the Health Office, that there has been Santa Rosa, that v as incorporated with the division of Com
no abatement of the Cholera Morbus among the children; mandant Rcinafe, approached the flank of the enemy’s army,
but rather an increase. It has increased, also, among adults. which was marching in the neighborhood of the Esti nica of
It willl be seen that the total number of death in town last I). Dainaso Alvarez, three leagues to the wist of the town of
week was'115; of which 32 were adults, and 82 children.
Santa Rosa; und at a distance of 8 squares from thence, it
mndc prisoner the General-in-chief, Jcse Maria I’az, disposed
The Small Pox, that terrible dread of the Indian natives,
his
escort, and in the skirmish kiled Lieut. Kcimudo Arana.
has made its appearance among the Creek tribes in Georgia.
The Commandant of the said, advanced party, D. Estcvan
A letter from the Creek agency to the Editor of the Savannah
Acosta, taking advantage of the consternation which this coup
Georgian dated, July 1, says that it was among the natives
demain had caused, quickly retreated, Hiid has just arrived in
about forty miles from that place, on the Federal road.
this camp with the distinguished prisoner.
I want time and expressions to value ti c importance of
As a circumstance highly creditable to the character of our
colored population, it ought not to he forgotten, that among this event, upon which I congratulate your E., &c.
the discoveries of goods pilfered during and immediately after
Evtanislao Lopez.
It is said that after the fate of General l’az was known Col. do
the fire, we have not heard of a single instance of any thng
la Madrid assumed the Government of Cordova—setting aside
being found in the possession of a negro.—Fayetteville Obs.
the authorities which had been left there by Gen. Par. A
The Indians__ The misunderstanding with the Indians on Buenos Ayres article of May 28, says; “the ex-Protector,
Rock River has been settled without hlnodsK' b the judicious Gon. I’ob,
•«*•<! a*
l'o( ir- t»j«*
nc priconvr,
l
i l
i
and energetic measures adopted by Gen. Gaines and Governor and it is reported will shortly be remitted to Buenos Ayres.”
Reynolds having led them to sue for peace, and consent to a
DOMESTIC.
removul beyond the Mississippi—Illinois Int.
Ihtsxia—'Hie brig Czarine, Capt. Dwayer, arrived at Bol
It is said, that Mr. Randolph, finding his health too much ton on Monday from Cronstadt, whence she sailed on the
Safety Shafts__ We copy from the Baltimore Chronicle a
impaired to venture to Russia, has resigned his commission as :
notice of an invention which is thought to be a great improve .Minister to the Court of St. l’etersburgh, and that his resig- [ 19th of May, and from Elsincur the first of June.
Capt. Dwyer reports that very little was published at St,
ment in rail roads.
nation has been accepted by our government.
l’etersburgh relative to the Polish war, htft that it was gene-'
An experiment was tried on Thursday, on the Susquehanna
rnlly
acknowledged that the Russians had lost 80,000 men
A Literary Convention, for the purpose of improving
rail-road, which though simple in itself is of the greatest im
since the commencement of the campaign, and that the Emperor
portance, as affording security to the cars against the possibility the plan of popular education, held sometime ago nt New-York,
calculated to sustain a loss of 200,(100 mui in the final sub
of accident. It consists in placing the horses between two cars, convened at Chapel Hill, North Caroliua, during commence
jugation of Poland.
where they are confined by means of shafts extending from one ment.
New-Zealand—The accounts from Ncw-Zenland arc of the
In a public lecture lately delivered at Portland Mr. Noah
ear to the other, resting at each end upon the pivot piece, so as
to allow them free play in passing the curves. The shafts are Webster stated “that, to prepare himself for the great and prin most distressing nature. It appears that the exertions of
made of strong timber, so that the horse or horses cannot pos cipal work of his life, his dictionary, he made himself acquaint the missionary, to effect peace have proved abortive; that
cannibalism was carried on to the most dreadful degree; and that
sibly get off the road ; and to guard against the horse stum ed with twenty different languages.”
the internal war of the different tribes was raging with all
bling, a broad belt of leather is passed from shaft to shaft un
Osweqo, New- York.—The Ladies of the Episcopal Church its horrors. The immense sacrifice of human life by the
derneath the anipral, of sufficient strength to prevent his going ot this village, held a Fair, on the 16th of June, of articles
savages
to their heathen gods was beyond description. Bas
down__ for grater security two bow’s of iron are made to pass of their own manufacture.
The sales amounted to more kets full of human flesh, particularly that of young women,
from the shafts over the back of the horse. By all these means, than $300.
were scattered about. So horrible are the accounts that we
the horse, though entirely free in his action, is confined above,
Temperance__ The contracts now offered for the grading of
below, and on each side, so that it is impossible for him to get the Baltimore and Ohio Bail lload, include abstinence from fear to publish them, least they might be exaggerated.
off the track of the road. By means of this simple contriv
The sale of Teas by the East Indian Company in Ixmdon
the use of spirituous liquors on the road.
ance, passengers travelling on this road may do so w ith the
on the 1st of June. 8,300,000 lbs. were declared—the lar
Charles Carroll, of Carrolton, was dangerously sick, at the gest declaration ever before issued. The sale was very fully
most perfect assurance of safety from the many accidents and
alarms arising from the horse's stumbling or flying the track. date of the last advices, and was not expected to recover.
attended, and the boheas were first put up. The demand was
The Rev. Alonzo Potter, Rector of St. Paul’s Church, heavy, and prices gave way about 4d. per lb. but towards
Mr. Isaac Knight, of this city, is the inventor, and we trust
will receive due credit for this addition to the safety and com Boston, is to deliver an Address before the Phi Beta Kappa the close of the day’s sale more briskness was observed at
Society of Union College, on Tuesday, the 26th inst.
rather higher prices. Nearly 7000 chests passed the sale;
fort of his fellow citizens.
the average decline was 3d to 4d per lb- It is remarked that
ECCLESIASTICAL.
the consumption of Tea in Great Britain has increased one
Moravian Missions.—Th ...nual sermon in behalf of the
Ordination__
On
the
7th
Sunday
after
Trinity,
July
17,
third since 1814s
London Association in aid of these missions, was preached by
the Rev. J. W. Cunningham, M. A., Vicar of Harrow. in Christ Church, Ballston Spa, Lewis Thibu, Jr., A. B. an
It is settled tvat Hungary is to be the country to which
This Association consists of persons not connected with the ; alumrus if the General Theological Seminary, was admitted Charles X. and his family retire on leaving Holyrood House.
Moravian church, who, feeling the urgent claim of these es- j by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Onderdonk, of this diocese, to the The Dutchess, d’Angouleme possesses in that country es
tablishinents upon the Christian benevolence of this country, holy order of Deacons.—Churchman.
tates valued at 600,000 francs a year, which were left her by
her aunt. There will be thus >n the Austrian dominions the
circulate information respecting them, and assist the brethren
members of an ex-imperial and ex-royal family of France.
in providing requisite funds. The missions were commenced
FOREIGN.
nearly a century ago, and now consist of 40 stations, supplied
Important to French Painters.—It has lately betn d.tertnmby 200 missionaries, and containing about 41,000 converts.
ed (judiciously) at Paris that the painter’s right over his works
DECLARATION OF WAR.
The annual expenditure is about .£10,000, but the brethren
ceases
not even after their disposal—that i% so far as the en
Island of St. Domingo—By the schooner Angeline Capt.
can scarcely raise a fourth part of that sum.
De Cost, at Ruarantine troin Jaekmel, 24th ult. Messers. graver is concerned. No engraver can new undertake a
work which has even been sold by the painter, without th'
Topulf received the following intelligence.
Extraordinary Occurrence.'------ Mr. Joseph Hempstead,
1 consent of the latterrespectable citizen of this place, an acquaintance of ours, has j On Thursday, June 17th, 1830 a proclamation was- pre-
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POETttr.
From the Episcopal Watchman.
THE ARK AND THE DOVE.
« Tell me a story please” my little girl
Lisp’d from her cradle. So I bent me down, . ,
And told her how it rain’d, and rain’d and rain d,
Till all the flowers were cover’d, and the trees
Hid their tall heads, and where the houses stood.
And people dwelt,—a fearful deluge roll’d;
Because the world was wicked, and refus’d
To heed the word of God. But one good man,
Who long had warn’d the sinful to repent,
Obey, and li$c,—taught by the voice ot heaven,
Had built an ark, and thither with his wife
And children, turn’d for safety. Two and two
Of beasts, and birds, and creeping things he took.
With food for all,—and when the tempest roar’d,
And the great fountains of the sky pour’d out
A ceaseless flood, till all beside were drown’d;
They i.i their quiet vessel dwelt seeure.
And so the mighty waters bore them up,
And o’er the bosom of the deep they sail’d
For many days. But then a gentle dove
, Scap’d from the casement of the ark, and spread
Her lonely pinion o’er that boundless wave.
All, all was desolation: chirping nest,
Nor face of man, nor living thing she saw,
For all the people of the earth were drown’d,
Because of disobedience.
Nought she spied,
Save wide, dark waters, and a frowning sky,—
Nor found her weary foot a place of rest.
So, with a leaf of olive in her mouth,
Sole fruit of her drear voyage, which, perchance,
Upon some wrecking billow floated by,
With drooping wing the peaceful ark she sought.
The righteous man that wand’ring dove receiv’d,
And to her mate restor’d, who with sad moans
Had wonder’d at her absence.
Then I look’d
Upon the child, to see if her young thought
Wearied with following mine; but her biueeye
Was a glad listener, and the eager breath
Of pleas’d attention curl’d her parted lips.
And so I told her how the waters dried,
And the green branches wav’d, and the sweet buds
Came up in loveliness; and that meek Dove
Went forth to build her nest, while thousand birds
Awoke their songs of praise, and the tir’d ark
Upon the breezy breast of Arrarat
Reposed,—.and Noah with glad spirit rear’d
An altar to his God.
Since—marty a time—
When to her rest, ere evening’s earliest star,
That little one is laid—with earnest tone,
And pure check press’d to mine, she fondly asks
“ The Ark and Dove.”
Mothers can tell how off,
In the heart’s eloquence, the prayer goes up
From a seal’d lip; and tenderly hath blent
With the war teaching of the sacred table
A voiceless wish, that when that timid soul,
Now in the rosy mesh of infancy
Fast bound, shall dare the'billows of the world,
Like that exploring dove, and find no rest,
A pierc’d, a pitying, a redeeming Hand
May gently guide it to the Ark of Peace.
II.

borne down by the rapidity of the stream, or being dashed
against the fragments of the bridge, or, of being chrushed
by the falling stones, that not one in the vast number of spec
tators, had courage enough to attempt such an exploit.
A peasant passed along, and was informedof the proposed re
ward. Immediately he jumped into a boat, and by a strength
of oars gained the middle of the river, brought his boat un
der the pile, and the whole family descended in safety by
means of arope. “Courage!” cried he, “now you arc safe.”
By a still more strenous effort, and great strength of arms, he
brought the boat and family ashore.
“Brave fellow,” exclaimed the count, handing the purse
to him, “here is the promised recompense.” “ J., shall never
expose life for money,” answered the peasant. “ My labour is
sufficient livelihood for myself, my wife and children. Give
the purse to this poor family who has lost all.

First Printing in the United States.—In the abridged
history of the State of Maryland, given in the last number of
the American Quarterly Review, we noticed the following
statement:
“There was at this time [1686] a printing press and a public i
printer; a circumstance peculiar to this colony [Maryland] at i
that early period.”
The Reviewer is mistaken. There was “a printing press
and public printer” in Massachusetts, half a century earlier.
In the year 1638, the Rev. Jesse Glover, a worthy and wealthy
dissenting clergyman of England, whose services to the then
infant colony were in the highest degree judicious and benefi
cial, procured a good printing apparatus, and engaged a printer
to accompany it, in a ship bound to New-England. Mr.
Glover, with his family, embarked in the vessel, but unfortu
nately he did not live to reach the shores of this new world.
There is a tradition that this press was first landed at Ipswich,
in this county; and set up there, but not used.
In the same year, the colonists built an academy at Cam
bridge, and opened a printing house at that place. And in
January, 1639, at Cambridge, “printing was first performed
in that part of North America which extends from the Gulf
of Mexico to the Frozen Ocean.” Maryland followed, at a
long interval. Virginia, although the first British settlement
in Amsrica, did not tolerate the art till many years after its in
troduction into Massachusetts. Sir William Berkley, Go
vernor of Virginia, in answer to the inquiries of the lords of
the Committee tor the Colonies, in the year 1671, sixty-four
years after the settlement of Virginia, says:—“I thank God,
we have not Free Schools nor Printing, and I hope we shall
not have these hundred years. For learning has brought diso
bedience, and heats, and heresy into the world; and printing
has divulged them and libels against the government. God
keep us from both!”
Cambridge was the place at which the rulers both of Church
and State, in Massachusetts, then held their assemblies. This
circumstance, probably, induced those who had the management
of public affairs to fix the press there; and there it rem aned
for sixty years, although under their control; a; were other
presses afterwards established in me colony; but tar npu-ards
of thirty years, printing was exclusively carried on in that
town.

to be the distance at which a comet could produce any sensi
ble derangement of our system. The fears which these jour
nals propagate, arise from this: that the comet o? 1832 will
pass near the orbit of the Earth (within four diameters and a
half, thirteen or fourteen thousand leagues) so that if the
Earth be at that point of its orbit which shall be for an infant
near the comet, some deranging phenomena may perhaps
result ; but this case is far from possible for the year 1832.
Oriental Illustration of Psalm xxxii. 5__ “I confess,”
said Captain Wilson, “that since my return from India, I
have been forcibly struck with several things which prove the
Scriptures to be an Eastern book. For instance, the language
of one of the Psalms, where David says. “Thou annointest
my head with oil, my cup runneth over,”- most likely alludes
to a custom which continues to this day^ I once'had this
ceremony performed on myself, in the house of a rich Indian,
in the presence of a large company. The gentleman of the
house poured upon nay hands and arms a delightfully odorif
erous perfume, put a golden cup into my hand, and poured
wine into it till it had run over, assuring me, at the the time,
that it was a great pleasure to him to receive me, and that I
should find a rich supply in his house. I think the divine
poet expressed his sense of the divine goodness by this allu
sion.”
Twelve Rules in the Nursery.
1. I must always mind.
2. I must never say “ Iwont.”
3. I must never say “ I cant.”
4. I must never fret or teaze.
5. I must never strike.
6. I must never throw any thing.
7. I must never touch the shovel, or tongs, or brush.
8. I must never play with fire,
9. I must never be unkind.
10. I must never contradict.
11. I must never tell a lie.
12. 1 must never disobev.
From the Journal of a Resident in South American.
Sensitive Plant—“I found for the first time the sensitive
plant, growing wild. It spreads very often over marshy
grounds, something like a tumbler. The sensitive leaves
spreads out prettily from the creeping tendrils in the sunshine
something like lady-fern__ It is curious to come to a little
dingle of them, where there are thousand tendrils, all Inter
woven, like a bramble thicket, to shake the twig, and com
municate the vibration to the whole, and sec teii thousand
green leaves, all curiing themselves up, and shrinking back at
your approach, as if afraid of being trod on, the sensation-like
feeling of life runnning over them all, as a shock of electricity.’

Zinc Milk Pans___ Mr. S. Davis and another gentleman
interested, have repeated them this spring, with results equally
Cavoraole. They have ascertained that milk in zinc pans will
keep sweet four or five hours longer than in those of other
materials, and consequently afford a longer time for the cream
Manuscripts.—A citizen of Aix, M. Saillier, lias in his to rise.
possession a great number of papyrus manuscripts; M.
Champollion, the younger, who embarked in 1829 from
Marseilles for Egypt, has visited this precious collection, a d
THE OBSERVER
discovered that two of the rolls of papyrus contain, The Histo
IS PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY, AT
ry of the wars and reign of Sespstris the Great This M3,
is dated the ninth year pf the reign of this monarch. SesosGAMBIER, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
tris Rhames, or the great, according to the calculations of tne
German chronologists, lived in the time of Moses; he was TERMS—Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and
the son, as they presume, of Piaroah who p trished in the
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months.
Red Sea, while in pursuit of the Hebrews. The M S. which
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
after thirty three ages of oblivion, M. Champollion has just
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, except
HYMN BEFORE THE SACRAMENT.
recovered, as it were by miracle, may contain some details in
at the option of the publishers.
relation to the great events chronicled in Holy Writ, of an
BY BISHOP HEBER.
Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued, are re
interest which can easily be imagined. 9n the second of Au
Bread of the world, in mercy broken;
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days previous
gust the academic society of Aix listened to a report of M.
Wine of the soul, in mercy shed!
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, other
Sailier concerning this discovery. We will add to the above,
By whom the words of life are spoken,
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
that the researches, which M. Champollion has already made *** All communications relative to this paper, must be di
And in whose death our sins are dead !
in Egypt, have modified his idealupon certain points of the
rected
to the Rt. Rev. P. Chase, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
Look on the heart by sorrow broken,
history of that country and the order of succession of the an
Look on the tears by sinners shed,
cient kings. lie still believes that Sesostris is not the same
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And he thy feast to us the token
with Ramses Mei-Ainun, (the lovad of Jove) the founder of the Rev. JOHN O’PRIEN ..................... Ashtabula, Ohio.
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That by thy grace our souls are fed!
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veller had obtained, from the new and numerous data he his Rev. WM. PR m'-ov ..................... Columbus,
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GEORGE BEATTY ........................ Steubenville,
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twenty second dynasty, (the Shisack of our holy books) and a JOSIAH BARBER ........................... Cleaveland,
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A great innundation having taking place in the north of bas-relief which refers to this monarch’s evasion of Judea.
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Translated from the Courrier des Etats Unis.
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